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An experim~nt was cond~cted to examine the patterns 
( 
'of facilitation ' and ,interference 1n the lexical 
.. , I, ,~, 
decision task with ' respect to tWG i~portant 
, . . - . .. . 
variables: 'the time ,c.ourse ~f C~CtSSing a~d , list '" '' 
context. Two c-urreO't models of word recognition, the 
, • 1 ' 
two-process vie~ and th~ t~o-st~ategy v1~w, make 
.. ~ 
' sp~qif~c predic~ions with respect to each variabl~. 
The ,two-pro~~sls, Vi~~ 4PhaSizes~ the time course of 
pro~ess,ing an.d th~ two-stra tegy . V iew emphasizes the 
effect: of.J is t- . G,.~nt'e~.t, ... Th': presen~ I." udy wa ~ 
( - I des i g p ed , t-o-- l"-e-c 0 n c i1'e the set w 0 view • -"T'"'f')~ec-+.e=-;r""f"-:· e:-::c::-'~""'s=----
, 
of list predictability (high and low) and 
-stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) (short and long~,on 
-le'Xical decision times to related~ neutral and 
unrelated prim~~target trials were , examined. Li~ts 
of high. and lo~ ~red~ctability were generated by 
, , 
using date~ory-exemplar pairs of either high'or 
vary~ng typicality. The re~ults are consistent, with 
automatic probessing in short 'SOA conditions and 
strategic processing in long SOA_conditions. 
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Semantic aontext effects in word recognition 
~ " , , 
have been 'studied:-by examining the ,effect 'Of a 
, , 
context wqrd ~i.e., a,cue} on the processing of a 
. . - . ;'~ . , t ~ I , ' . ... .. • 
" targ~~ ,word., } \Typically con~&~t reters to a semantic 
,,' , '. - ", .f,J,' ' , 
-f relation,~~iP between the, cue and ·target stimuli, such 
~ -' , ,..-- -- . 
as .ca~~'g,or~ ,9r assOCitte \~'irs, . , The \wo~d , pairs ,are, 
' . , ,i ' • 
.. -
, ,eit~~r _ : p~;;:~s~,hted ' stmul~a~eouslY or successively with 
an ,interva of up to, 20/0 ms~~ . . b_etween the ' 
" " 
"present.ation of I ~he .c/e and target' 'stimurtis! 'The 
• I ' . 
lex ical deci~ion ta~}..< is frequ,ently, used , to. assess 
I 
. / 
'- ', the ~~flu~nce of c?htex~ on target ,processing (e.g., 
~etA 1980) 19,2; den Heyer, Briand and ' ~~~~n, 
1985;' koriat, 1981; Neely, 1976,1977). I-n ' t'he 
lexical d '~cis ~n task some of the ta:iet" stimuli are .. 
, a ' 
words while ot1ters are nonwords. I Subjects have to ~J 
. 
decide w~ her ihe tariet stim6lu5 is a word or a 
rtonword j 's quickly as pos~ible. On word trials the 
bU~ is/I~ometimes re'iate'd- aXld sometimes unrelated to\' 
" t~e/larg~t •. Reaction time to ~.ke a ·correc.t word . 
di~ision 0 is, gen,rallY fane..(wi1el) t~e cue , ~nd ~arget 
' /~timuli are ,related to each o'ther than 'when they are 
/', not (~.g., ,FishIer and. Goodman, 1978'; Koriat, 1981). 
,/1 Al though thi:s procedure demonstrateSr-tne-/ 
.. . .. 
/ -- influenoe of conte,xt, i t do~s not tell us' why word ' " 
-/ 
, 'I: / 
' j' 
" ,~: - ./ \ ' 
\" '/.". ," , , ~ " I ~.:~. ~ ~ .; .- ~ , . - I I ' O n o' I 't - -~ , O" " '"'J L:''' ' ·~ ·" !: · 'f ..... : ~ .... } , ·.11 .. ' ·H.};', ' . J,-',-"O,! .. :\., , ........ :~:'t·· 't ~ " ' :", " I"; " . • ~ : ~ • " .: ... :, - :_ :l.,;: .. ~. ~~, ... ', 
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• , . i 
decisions are faster far related cue-target tria~ 
I ' l 
\,' It I 
• . . - I ' 
than ~or unrelated .cue-t~r-get tr..~als. larg;'~J~,ord 
pr0gessing co'uld be . facilitated by the presence of ~ 
. . 
'relat~d cue or ·interfered with by the·.presence' of an 
" 
- unr~lated .tiue. Al ternaotivelY, ,the context ' e:rfec.t may 
. . ~ .. . . .. 
reflect some ~omplex combinatioh of facilitatio~ and . 
. . 
inter.ference. To d1$tinguish" b"etween facili tatioD., 
and' 1nt~r'fe'~erice effects, s· n~utral cu~tr~~l' m~~t be 
. /. '\....... . 
~ae~,. Th"e/~eut"ral cue may be a' r~ of Xs or a· word, 
/ 
, ./ 
such a~' NEUTRAL or BLAHK. Facilitation is' asses'sed" 
. , !II. .• 
bY'compar!ng ~eaction ~~e from a related word trial 
,with reaction tlm~ from a neutral word trial; . 
. ~nterfer.ence '1s assessed by compar'ing reaction time 
from an unrelated word trial with reaction t!m& fr~~ 
. " 
~ neutral word trial • 
, ..... 
: The n~utral cue in ~his design is utilized to 
. . 
e'xa~i~e the re\at-ive c~ntribution of' fa~l~ tation and 
i~~~rfe~ence 'in making th~ leXical'-ae~;n" However, 
Joriides an4 Maok (~98~j suggest th~t the choice of a· 
~. .. (. 
~, 
neu~ral n.onword ch~ (e.g., XXXXX>' or a word ·neutr~l 
• ,A:;" 
oue .(e;·g. ~ NEUTRAL or BLANK). oould influence'~' , 
ap}>are~t magnitude of facilitation and interference 
.. effeot'l. S~tioe\/t.h·ese effec.ts are important :to. 
• I • • • • • 
arguem'~n~s pres~nted: in 'oritioal st·ucttes (N'~elY, 
, '--, 
• I' I • " •• '. ' , • ' 





'. : I • 
_ .. I, 




. ~, , 
/. 
, ' . " 1,,976, ,1977; ' Becker, 1980),- the'.pres.·en~ research will 
' . : • ~ '. ' • ..' '. • J .. 
"" : I i·' . :;,,; 
,; :u~~'the ~~titr~l oue·.oo· on ·to ~ll these st~di~wi~e., 
.. . 
.. ' 
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. 
a row' of x' s. . Further researc,h is required to 
- ~---- ,.-
, , 
cla~ifY what type o.f CUf'iS ·truly ~eutral. .' , ' 
·Resu~ ts ' from ex peri ents' using. neu'tral . cue. 'trfa-ls 
., .' ' . '. .'.., . 
show that. the pattern of facilitation ano'V 
, ... :.
, .... 
. inberferelJce varies ,acc'ord'i-ng . to (a) s.timul,u9 'onset . 
-. ' • .# l T" . ~ • • 
. .. ., . 
~s'Yl'!chrony (SOA), the tiuie .interval ' be,twee.n cue . and 
~'a~et " pr~se'nt'atioh' ('Ne~iy ,'1976,. 1977 ;,' P~sneJ ~~d : <) 
a . '. 
,. . .,1 
Snyder,. 1275'a, 1975b), and (b) the semantic " .-..,' , 
" ., ,\ ~ 
r:el.a~ionsh-ip between the cue and tar.get pair (e.g." ' . i": 
"' .. 
. . . 
.. 
'. .. . 
categorj.cai, as.s~ciative) (BeQker', 1980, 1982; Be~k.er 
. " 
,. and 'Eisenb~rg, , 982, den ·Heyer et al., f9'"s§,t. ,... . 
. , .. " , . . . .' . 
Stimulus onset asyn~hrony i,s measlJored from' ~he .. 
onset of the cue to the onset of the target. To 
~ ' . " 
investigat1 ~~ ... e re,al-t~~~' characteristic; of 
effects, . posi ti ve "SOAs: have been varied from 
t 'I • 
context 
',. ... 
a low of , , 
• 
40 m~ec (FishIer and Goodman, ,1978) t·~.a high of ~OO 
, ' niS~c' (Ne'ely;' 1971).'"1a7'Y·1ng' the a~oU1lt of' time a 
- - ' • " : " 1) 
'-. 
stl'bject, has to .examine the· prime a ffects how the 
,~ 
" 
t~rget .stimulus,is processed •. 'In general, 
. . 
~~cilitat.~o:, has bee~ ~ ~~or all" PO~1tive S~AS, . ,. 
whileJ~nterference is msr~ typical 6f SOAs gr~Q~er ~, 
, .0 . ..;-
. than 300 msec to poo m~eti~ 
. , .... --
















, ~ Bo.th the type" o( s,timul i (e.g .", assoc,la~es, , 
" . , . 
. .. 





~!:~ .... -- .. ~- .. 
oategory' exampl~s' etQ.)· . a~d' Ehe response strength 
' ,' 
?etween" tlfe cue and the : target have be~n ·varied. , .. 
Some)nvest1gators have · use~ a~S~o~1ate~ . . (Ftshler and,." 
:" 
J . !': . , , 
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Goodin,an; 1978'; ' t-:Qriat, 1981; Neelv, 1976)'. Others, 
" 
~ 
as discussed below in the section on the two~5trategy 
.view, hfV~ us.ed cate,gorical ma'terlal and antonyms 
. ~ ' ,,' 
, (of~ ~eck~~, 1980). Ln g~neral, ~atter~~ of . 
· .f'B:cilit"a ·tio~ · a~d interfer~'~c~ 'depend 'o'n the-' type of 
. 
.' " . . ..,' . 
... :., 
mater-ial used and'a~ the overal~ st~ength of 
. . ", . ~. " ~. :. . . ". . . 
" 'r:"'e.lat10n,sh~p within a type ,of · mater~al. 
the 
" 
. While both SOA and the 'cue-target relationship 
, . 
" . 
' " I 
are :i.mp~~tan~,·. a 'fO'c'~s' 'on one. or' the othe'r has' led to., 
twq ' different approaches to .the study of'semantic 
" ~ 
' .. ' 
. ; 
to 
context ~ffects in .'visual w,ord r~cognition: t ,he 
, ",'. , . \.. 
, two-p~~ces's vjew (Po'sner and Snyder, 19758,' 1975b) , ./. 
~ .. 
' ~~d. the two~strategy' view, (BecJ<er , . :19,80). These views 
, 
will- be expa9ded upon next. Since the f~cu~ of the 
. 11, 
, 
pre'sent stu-dy is on the 'patterns of facilitation and 
, . ' 
interference found.in t~e lexical deciSion ~ask, the 
\ ., . 
. ' . . ' ..,;r 
fo~low;ng is'ections ~lll examine only those studies 
4 
employing th~ lexical deoision task which include 
,.. 
.' The View , . 
• 
. . . 
. 
• J , p~s~~r '~nd ,Snyder (1975a',' 19751fJ examined 
,. ' 
But.omatio ~nd (tttentional ' processes in visual letter 
. . ' an~ w6rd reoo~nition~ '~Th~y as~umed that ' recognitipn ' 
'; ... .-; . . , ',' '" 
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• • " l ,. .' \ 
'0 
representatfon of ,a -word in memory, exceeds some 
critical value. Th is, assumption is also common, to 
, , . 
the- Logogen model, (Morton, '1910, 1979) of word 
recognltion. AccorAing to the two-process view, two 
I different proees.ses may . be invo.lve'~ ,in visual word 
.recognition: automatic proc7ssing ~nd 'attentional .... 4 
..J " , ~ 
processing. Posner ' and Snyder : (l~975a, . 1975b) 
indicate tha~ ... oec,ause these p·rocess·e.s are time' 
I ~ .. • 
dependent, .,specif.ic patterns of facil i tatton and 
" . 
interference across time can be lI~'ed to. cas t 1n'gu 1 sit 
, • F' r 
an att,entional process from an, automatic process'. 
They varied SOA to examine the time 'cv>urse of 
facil 1 tatton and 1n terre renee effects. 
The first -process whi.ch . influence~ visual word 
recogni tion is automatic progessing. T.his . type of 
pr.ocessing is fast' . a~t'ing, occurs automatically · 
.' 
without, intention ' or awareness, and operates without 
, I' .' . 
depleting th'e 'resources of the limited capacity , 
c~n~ral · processor., ..... As soon as ~he CUjr Is, pre5en~ed; 
a logoge,n is automa tical1 y acti ~~ted , and some or the 
activation spreads .. to serpantic'ally relAted ].ogogens •. 
n • 
,The aqtivat'lon,lthreshold of the , related logogens is 
, r'ed~ce~" Thus., fae 111tatlon can 'res~l t from 
pt'esent'atlon of a ~.elated word cue ~ Unrela ted 
... ' , ' 
logogens" are not a i'feoted 'by the s,pread'ing settva tion 
• • / J • 
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process o~curs rap!dly old accounts for racil! tat!on 
effects in short SOA conditions: 
The second process which influences visual word 
.. r~cognition is at tentional process ing. Unlike the 
firs t II this proc,ess is s"low acqng and d raws u~on the 
• Q ~ 
resources of the limited capacity central proc~ssor. 
The pre~entati.on of t"h-e cue draws' attention to· its· 
I 
.. 
logogen and allows: the subject to, use some 
unspecified controlfed s,trategy designed to enhance' 
word recognition. Bec ause i t t~kes t~me to, .engage 
att-entiohal processing, fa~111tatlan and interference 
effects are expec ted onl y 'at longe r SOAs, i.e., 
grea ter than 300 mse", to 400 Rl..sec. Facil i tati on 
oocurs ·whe'n the cue and the target are related to 
eaoh other because strategic processes have. decreased 
\ ... 
the amount 'Of energy needed to acti vate a related 
logagen. InterferE:nce occ~rs when the word pair is 
-unrelated. If attention has 'been directed ,to an 
, ,unrelated cue 'word I subjects mu'st shi~ their' 
attention'to the ta:rget logagen be:fore making a 
Q ' 
response ~nd this takes time. . , 
To summarize "Posner, and Snyder' 5 (197~a, 1 g75b) 
, , 
view ,word', reoogni tion involves two processes. The 
first prooess, an automatio ape, beg'ins with the 
, \,' , .. 
presentation of the cue. Aotivation of ' a logogen 
, .. - , I. 
.r~oil ~tates 'the, p~essl~g o:f a reI at~d targ,et w.,ord, 
. ~ , 
\ . 
./ 
p.age 6 ,. 
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but does not interfe're with the processing of an 
" unrelated tar~ t word. The atten tio~al proces 5 has 
to be evoked strategically by the subjec t, so 1 t 
, 
requires more time than a.utomatic pro~essing. 
Att'entional processing can 1"acll~ ta~e the process~n~ 
"-
of related targets and interfere \ with. the process!ng 
" ( 
of an unr~lat~d . ta~.~t.· only at long.er'~mAs, 
. i. e., greater than 300 msec to 40Q mS,ec ... 
• ~ ' • a. . 
' -... The two-p'rocess v iew was tested in lexic~i' 
" " dec is1,on exper iments by Neely (1976, .1977). Neely 
, 
'(1976) had three . SOA conditions ~(360 msec, 600 msec, 
. . 
"-and 2000 msec) and used associat.es (respon~e strengt~ 
, 
was 40%) as the cue-target pairs. The short SOA 
condition was sIt at 360 m~ec beca~e Neely assumed , 
that subjects would need that much time to process 
the cue word. The. re~~ul ts showe", that both, 
.. . 
facilitation and int~ference were evident in targe't 
. ~~ 
.. 
processIng in all three SOA cond i tions. The. presence 
of ~aciiitation and interference ~uggests that all 
, SOA'> Qondi tions were influenced by atte.ntlional , 
-. . 
pro~essi n8. Contrary to ex pectat ion ,..,-the short SOA 
condition was apparently too long to examine the 
automatic process. 
Neely's (19·77) ex'perimen,t Inc'luded several S.o~ 
. 
conditions varying between 250. m~eo and 2000 mseQ. 
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" 
exemplars of three d i;rerent categories) were use~' 
t.he cue-t,arge t pairs e ' 'Neely used the stapda rd ~, 
J 
category-exemplar trials (e.g. bird-robin) in 
nonsh1(t ' oond i tions e In addition J Neel,y used shift 
, 
c~tegory-exemplar tr.itals. t,o increase attentional 
, .. 
-. 
. proce~s ing. In these " sh·if'~ :~o~~ tions, subjects were, 
~ trained to expect a category 'exemplar that was not 
, , . , ,', ,\' , ' . 
'typio'al of the cue word. For ' example, - subjects were' 
\ 
t~ained' to expeot 'a :bird ta~get wh~n the cue was 
f'urniture ,. One-th'lrd '?f' the experimental trials were .. 
nOl)-shift trials, wh.ile the remaining trials wEJre 
shift trials. Stimulus , onset asynchrony' was varied 
, 
within s,ubje~ts such that one group rec'eived a !IIixed 
sequence of 250 msec and 200,0 msec SOA trials; a 
second ' group received 40'0 fusee and 20,00 msec SOA 
:/ --, "-----
, . 
tri~ls J and the third group rece~v-ed 700 msec and 
. ' , 
2000 msec SOJ\ tfrials. A fourth group experienced 
.. 
on'lr the 2000 -msec trials '. 
The resu1 ts from non-shifh trials revea1ed \ . 
.... . 
faoilitation withoot 'interference at the 250 msec 
SO)', and both faoil i.tation and inter'f'e'renee at (\l,onger 
T 
, , 
SqAs. ' These f"ihdings a~e consistent with Posner and 
Snyder's (1975a, 1975b) view. Res'ults from shift 
. 
tria,ls showed fa01l i tation coup,led ,wi th interference 
• 
a t the 700 and 2000 mse~ SOA oqnd1tion.s which is 
, , 
again oonslst.!nt with 'Posner and 'SnycrEi-r's (19758, 
, 
\ 
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I 
, 975b) view. Also consi s tent with this v'iew are the 
~ 
'results from those 250 msec SOA s'hift trials. In ~ ! 
these trials' subjects were trained to expect an 
u~nr~la ted ex emplpl". ' ~ However, . when a related pair was 
presented' fac ili ta tion wa a, ev ident. This 1 ndlca ted 
", "'J 
that tp,e early ,f~c?ilitation wa~ independent of the 
. , . 
strategy induced by the ins·tructlons. 
y Balota (.1983,) me~sured, patterns of facilitation 
\ 
and inte~,ference with th~e,S~Old an~ aupr~~hreshold 
presen tatlona of-the cue ·word. The SOA conditiona 
were ,350 msec and 2000 msec. 
, " 
High associates were 
. . 
u sed a s the. cue-target word pa irs. The -
s .uprathreshold results showed 'racHi tation coupled 
with interference in the long SOA condition 
especicllly 1n the second half of the sessi'(!)n •. In thle 
. 
short SOA condit.ion, facilitation without ... 
interference was evide-ft't during both sess~ hal yes 
. . ' .. 
These patterns 'are cons'ist~nt With Neely's. (1977), 
resu,~ ts and. with the Posner and Snyd er (197 5a,. 197 b) 
v l\w of visual word re.cog~it1on. However, these 
resul ts are incons iatent with Neely (1976), who 
, 
,both faci,li tatlon and 1nterference when the 
360 msec. The variability of the 
range of SOAs .from 350 - 400 msec suggests tha t. this 
i~ the period wherein 'attentlonal prooesses b' g1n to-
appear. Small differences in present!=ltion ard task 
J 
page 9 
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conditions might determine exaotly when / attentional 
... -' processes emerge. Thu s, SOA cond i tiona which are ' , " 
shorter t-han thi'S range have provided the clearest 
f 
evidence of automatic proces.sing. 
Posner (1978) noted" ,that one dtfficulty w ftn the 
~ 
two-process view ' is that it , fails to account :far the 
types of strateg ies th~.t subjects may adopt·. There is 
soine evidence that g' ttentional -ef"f"ects (patterns of . 
. -- ' --
facilitation and inter:ference) in"crease ' across the 
testing situation (Neely, 1916; Balota, 1'983; den 
I 
Heyer, 1986). This'sugge'sts tha,t strategies need to 
. , 
be taken into ac·count. Becker's research, to be 
discussed next, has focused -on how the semantic 
rel a t1.~nshlps 'in a 115 t may 'affec t a sub j~ct' s choice 









Becker <1980, 1982; ~i.senberg and Bec'ker, 1982) 
has argued strongly 'th'a t the Posn~ r-Snyder framework 
does not adequately account for one aspect of the 
data. One pred iction of the ,~osner-Snycler framework 
is- that·, i;he amount of 1nter:ferelce on unrelated 
..... 
trials must oovary with the limount of faoilitation on 
~ 
That is\.OOhdit10n's which increase 
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leiJtl to increased facifi ta t ion f'or tr ials with 
... 
~ 
related cues. a-ecker' s results revealed ei ther a 
f'acilitation-dominant pat:tern or an 
interference-dominant pattern, depending u.pon the 
, , 
type of' stimulus lTJateria:). used. The ," 
, 
f'acilitatton-dominant pattern occurs when related 
trial reaction times are :roaster than the reaction 
~ime .s fr,om neutral or. unre~ated tr.ials and there is 
, . 
no sUbstantial difference between ne~tral and 
unrelated triqls. The interference!.dominant pattern 
.. ' .. Il.. • 
. , 
occurs when"b.Dth relate-d and neutral t"rial reaction 
, times are faster than the reaction tim'es from 
unrelated trials a'nd there is no substantial 
difference between relate~ and neutral trial s • He 
suggests that the patterns of facilitation and 
"'" -
.. in'terference reflect the operation of.t?,dlfferent 
I 
s trateg ies, not the opera t ion of' two prooesse s 
(automa tic and .atten tio~ ~ processing ).. Sub j ects 
select a strategy on the basis of the type of 
semantic relati,onship in the stimulus list _ as 
1 describe.d below' • 
./' 
, Becker (1980) performed a series of- lex 1cal 
~decision experiments which support the two-strategy 
position. In all exp~Liments a SpA of 1050 msec )Jas 
~ ~ I 
'ii)ed, subjects 'had sUbstan'tial pra,o.tice', \ the 
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'" probability of a nonword 'trial was ,.33. Also, filler 
tr ial~ were used to - insure that the cue was related 
to the jarget in 67~ of the wfrd trial s. , • 
In ' Exper 1ment., 1 , ' antonyms (e.g., hot-col d) wer-e 
, ' 
,used 'a~ the cue-target , pa irs. A total of four blocks 
of' 50 tri,als (one practice block followed by three * 
. " 
" experimental blocks). wa~~ ~sed. , A si-.gnificant ' 
, , - ' , ' 
facil1 tatton effect , was e,v i 'dent. but no interfer~nce 
.. \. 
ef'feot emerged. ' These results are ~ypical of' a 
facil1 ta tio~-dominant pat tern. I~ Ex pe r:imen t 2', 
Batt!s ·, and Montasue (196?) category normtw~re used P 
to select the.-cue-target pairs. Tne cue-target· pair~ 
we're chosen such that' high typicality e'xempl'ars 
(e.g., f'rui.t-orange), medium typic~lity exemplars. 
. -
(e .g., frui tme) were equally repre-sented in the 
, , 
(e'.g., frU~i-p urn),' a'nd l~w typicality exem~lars ' 
. ' / 
. : list. 'Fou blocks of ,45 t~ris (one practice ' 
followed by three experiment 1 blocks) were used. 
, " 
The results .indicated a Significant t'nterfe~nce 
'. 
e f'feot, but no faoil i tation effect. These results 
refleot a1(interference-dominant pattern. 
Aocordink to Becker, the overall word list 
,provide,s s' oontext which allows subjects to , develop 
speoUia pred ictions of related targets or 1. tallows 
-
subject.s' to develop general expectations. If' th~ 
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target pred~ctions, a facilitation-dominant patter~" . 
will re5ul~. 01\. the' other hand, if the material is 
not predic't i ve bu t does allow a general ex peeta ncy 
- . , 
for target stimuli, a.n ' -interf~rence-d'ominant. pattern 
will be obseDved.-
. ~ ~ > . 
Becker . (1980p- .Exper imeilt 5) r~rthen\ ex aminea the 
.- \. . . 
effects of list 6on~ext by cre1a ,ting one 1 ist, composed 
. ~. 
. . I . 
of' a mixtUT""e of antonyms, categorical materials, and 
\ 
! 
high .associ~ te~ as the cue-tar~'et pa irs. The 
procedure was identical to that used in -Experiments 1 
-- ' 
~ 
and 2. Facili'tation-dominsnt patterns we·re evident 
for a,ntonYl!Is, associates and categorical matiry.t.' 
~oweve r, whe n per f'ormances on the high and low 
typical tty c ategor ical materi~al~s wer~ examined 
.. , 
separa tely, there was a -:51gnii'icant faeil i tation , 
. ,.~~fect for the hi~~ typicality pairs, but not f'o~ the 
~ low typicali ty pairs. Whire the results of this ~ 
ex per il!lent indica te tha t the overal-l list_ contex t can 
influen6e the pattern of' facil i tation and 
inter,f'erence" the'y also ' suggest that the strength of 
," the semantic ' relationship is an important factor. 
Beckel'." (1980) util ized his ver ifica tion model 
~ . 
of word recognition to expl"ain these resul ts. ,Unlike 
" 
the Logogen model, the extraction of' featul"es (1, ine 
or ,arc segments' of' a group of letters) is not 
I • 
suffic ien.t f'or word identification in the 
. page 13 
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ver~Ucatlon mj~. ,The f'unctil'n of f'eature 
ex traction is to isolate a set of potential ward'6 
'wh ich share cammon f'eature s. Once a f"eature-d'efined 
set of wo'rds is identified, a verification prC?cess 
selects one of" the words to, match to, information in ..; 
sensory memory. If" there is a match, reeognitiol1 
't' ' 
occurs; otherwise another candidate word. is selected. 
Semantic eOl)te,xt (i. e., a cue word) generate~ a 
. 
semantically-defined candidate set. This set of ' 
words 1s used by the ~er1f"ication process in the same 
fashion as the set ' of feature':def'lned w.ords. Members 
of" the semantic set are evaluated as soon as a new , 
stimulus (i.e., the target '_w.or.d-):-is available in 
sens?ry memory. This set is evaluated exhaustively 
by the ver,ification process. prior to genera ting and 
evaluating the feature-defined set0 
) 
Becker (1980) sugges ted th;it the faeil i t!ltion-
. 
and interferen'ce-dominant patterns ind te.ate that 
s.~bjea.ts can use two differe'nt strategies ·to assemble 
the semantically-def'1ned set. -F acl1i tation-dominant 
, . -
patterns indicate that 5ubje?ts are takinJ,.advantage 
'. . \ 
.... ' of the pre~1ptabil:ity of the cue to ge.!lerate a small , 
semSIJUoa.lly-defined set •. This predic~tion strategy 
has two consequences. First, if a target word is in 
the set, it w111be matohed quickly.le·a.~ing to 
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only a few candidates to test, the 
~ oS- . ... .. .e:;.- -i: 
semantical-·ff;defined set can be exhausted before t,he. 
.<~,. -" 
fe.ature-def{~d ~et be~omes avail able for evaluation. 
Second", in. tee case where no match i~ f~undr-:~iere is 
. . 
no sigrii~icant delay before the ~eature-defined set 
ca ri be evaluated. Tperefore J n,o inte'r ference for an 
.. 
. 
unrelated target wi.11 ,b~ produced. T~e pred lction 
. . ' 
strategy is used when the l}st cont~xt - allows 
subjects to develop,speci~fc pred·ict10ns for each cue 
. 
and resu.l ts in facilitation without interfere,nce. 
Inter ference-d6mi~ant patterns ind i cate that 
subjects deVelop generalized expectations about 
ta r.gets wh ieh resul t in a 1 arge semant :tcall y:':"defi n ed 
set. This is the expectancy strategy. Use of this 
., 
strategy also has t,wo ~ain -consequences., First, 
• 
since sea rch time increases with set size, t 'he 
average time to identify a related target will""y 
.~ , 
in.erJse to a 'pot~t where there 1s no advantag~ over 
feature-defined'r,ecognit.ion and hejce, ' no 
o ,t" , 
facilitation to re+ated targets wd,ll occur. Seco'nd. a 
la rge set cannot be searched exha·usti v eli, be fore the 
feature-defined 'set, becomes available. So if there 
imposed befOre the 
fea ture-defined, et 'tT. 'comes ~vai I able for ev a1ua t10~, 
a , 1 • 
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" E~&enberg and Be~ker ,(19~2rd1Scus~e~ the,_, _ 
discrepancy' between the intert'£erence-dominant .~ -
patterns ·they and Becker (1980) obtained using 
oategorica~ nlat.erials and the pattern observed by 
Neely (1977). _~or -non-shift categor-ies •. 'Recall 'that 
·Neely (1.971'), u~~ng e·quivah~,n t categoricai materlaJ., 
, r ').,' ' " 
'<, ·found· both facilitatio , and interferend.e in the . 
\ 
.' , . longer SOA-condi tions. _ Ei~enperg and Becke,r' f.irst . 
.• " ,- , , 
suggested. that facHi tat10n coupled with in:terference 
.,.. . might· ~d1vidual djff~rence. in ~he use· ·,0; , 
p,redicti'on-- or- exp1ectancy ,st'ra'tegie.s j(ring r~adlng .• 
They found that readers who could read d i ffic\1l t tex t 
qu ick _~ Y .. shOw.ed , a, facili·tatlo~ominaht', 'pa ttern (1. e • , 
. ' . 
, . 
used a prediction strategy) while readers who re'd~ed 
. " - - ' I 
,their reading rate for' difficult text showed an 
, , 
interference-d.ominant pattern' (i.e., used an 
expectanC?y st'rategy). HoweNer, further examination 
of Neely's (.1917) data revealed that· a maJority of 
the subjects in the longer SOA cond1t1o,ns sllo,wed, ,p_~th. 
.~ , fao1l-1 tat10n and inter:ference 1n honsh1ft oonditions 
suggesting, that· individual di:ff,erences cannot account 
,. \ , . 
, " 
.for Nee,l), t s resu,l ~s. S,ecorid, Eisenberg and Becker 
(t982)'~ suggeahd thattl:le fa,c.:ll1tation in Neely's 
, ." ·'f" ,. 
, (1977)' da_resul'ted 'fr'om .'the instruct'ions gi ~en f'or 
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. 
have affected performance ot:J"llonshift ,t~ials, and" 
t '" <'0) 
hence, may be partia],l y 'responsible for' the 
difference between ~ cker' (1986') and 'Neely (1977). 
. ' , \ ... 
Third, Eisenberg an Becker (1'982) acknowledged the 
" .Ae~tial import~nce suggested ~at the" 
-'y' p,redi.ctions. of' the, two-:strate~y v.i;ew should' be .. 




conCii tion used in their studies. 
/ 
Both th:e two.-process and the , t'~o-8frategy views 
provide important perspectives on the process of word 
recognJ1ion _ The two-proce.s~ View'~mphas~zesf 
distinction between earl,y (short· SOAs) and late (long 
SOAS) proce~,. while' ~he tw'o-strategy view :foo,use's 
on he effec ts of' the semarit i c rela t ionsh ip be tween a 
cue', " ~nd ~ ,tar.get __ Thes~ view 5 ,d i.ffe t because each 
utif zes a. unique pattern of :racHi tation and 
.- ~ 
? inter"f'erence to support their "views _' '. 
The fOl1o.~ing experiment examines the patterns 
~f faci1it~tion and i'nterference for j'llgh a'nd low 
- prediQ~ability lists at lBhort' (250 Jjlsec) and long 
'" 1050 mseo) 'SOA condi t ions.' This ex peniment-- was 
de'signed, to. answer ~,eneral quest~ons about how these 
... ........ . 
views .. can ',be merged. For ins tance, Posne r (i 9"82) 
(: 
suggested that one way to merge these views was to 
prpp(!e .t~a.t:dU~irig att.enUorwd'" proceSSing, subjeots 
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mCl¥' select sp,~cif1~strategies. And, . as outl ined 
" . 
below, a n~ber of specific questions will be 
. , 
d iscu ssed. ' i>..... 
Is the decision to use the prediction or 
,. 
expectan~y strategy d~termined by ~ist context as 
, • ., _ .... " .. .--,,-" I • '.;t . Q , 
suggeste~ by a,cker (1980)1 Or is l.t·deterin-in.ed by 
. '. .. 
'the pred.pmiriant type o.f se·mantic· relationship in a' 
Jist? B~cl.<~r·,~(~980) a'rgu~d thati w!1en list, oortext. " 
'0 ~ ~i'lQw~ spec;:'ific ,predict.ions . (·e·:s,·.,· w'hen antd'myins are .. 
usedj,.a ~re~i6tlon strategy' is'~dopted an~.~· 
- .. ~ . 
' . 
.. " ", 
facil.i'ta.tion-doJ'!1i"nant pattern ' results ... ·· 'Where no 
~ , ~ • I ~ • 
o speci fie pred ict ions'.-can pe adopted;' the expecltancy 
, ...... • .. .-"\.~ ~ .. 0 . ' I ........ 
strategy· 1'5 uti! ized ap~ an interference-do'minant 
pattern r:esults. w~en p· a-teg~r~:.uecisiO.ns are made in 
~ ~~. 
the c~ntext of ~~soc iat~s al'\d. antonyms (e. g., a 
highly pred~ctable·l~st·context), high typical · ., 
91 . '0 
category>!- dec isions y iel d a fac il i t'at ion-d ominant 
pa~te~n', {Becker ~~80J Exper~meMt 5). This led Becker 
(1980) t~ oonclude, "·.,~-.:it may be, then, that' the ". 
.. .. ~ . . 
. distribution Qf. th~.rel~tl~ndhJP stren~t~s 1n a lis~ 
. . 
' of stimulus material determines 1IIte f ·acilitatiOOn and 
\ . , . 
' _0 
interfere"nee ef'fects and rio,t ·simply th~ size of the 
... . 
. . . 
'reiate~set for a particiul~r~ue stimulus •• ~" 
, (Beoker~ .1980, p. 495) .. 
. However ·the generality of this'claim has not 
" '" . ~ . ,., , . \ 
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antonyms" while Experiment 2 (198'0) 'us,ed categorical' 
.. , 
mater ial. ' This confounded overall 1 is t cont~x t~ th 
. • -n.~ . 
the naturoe , of the' ~emantic rela,tionsh'~P betwee,n the 
. 
' ''cu~' a~d target. r~eAe e~periment, ~hiC'h' de~onstr,ated 
~ , 
9 facilitation-dominant' 'pattern 'for categories " 
.. ," . , .. 
requi~ed, the 'presen'ce' of .assoc,iates, ang. a'ntony'ms':l:n 
. ' ,' 
,. , . 
the, 'I is t 'an,d even the'n '. , on1 y highly typic'a!'. 
, ' 
cat~g'ory'-eX'emplar pairs s-howed the 
, ' .0 
, , 
" , 
-facilitati9n-dominant patte~n (Becker 
, , 
1980, 
• , Exper.i'ment 5). ~~el.Y '(1977), in contrast,. foun,d both 
, , 
fac 11 i tation and inte rfer'en,ce for a. mixed range of 
category stimuli in long .SOA (bo'th mix-ed and pure)' 
conditions. 
.' 
To determi-ne if list co·ntex.t is the' controlling 
l ' 
t • _<C 
{actor in 'strategy sel~ction, it is n~ces3ary' to 
. ' 
, . \ 
, ',rnanipul~te th~ u.~t cont'ex,t with~ut c~a'nging the 
" 
, . 
n~~ure of the semantic re~,ation8hips. ~ithiIl' the tU':s~. 




'.To achieve th is" . onl y categor'y'-exemplar' pa ir's wer~' 
" 
used in the present, stud)'~ ' High aod ,low ' 
, ., 
predictability list~ ' w.re i developed by selecting 
. ' , ~ . , . 
. , , 
'Q,a ~~<gor ical, rna terial s at d~ fferent typioal i ty levels. 
" I. 
The stirn'Ull used, in this' e~e~iment mirror the 
categori~al sem~ntia.rela~nSh~ps o~o~en:bY;both 
Neely ,( 19,77) .a/ld Beoker :(1'980). The only difference 
is tha~ ' the oritical stimtill weri cho~e~ from 
, . . ~ , ' . 
.... . 
'Pq)totyp'lcalit'y norms ',(Uyeda. and Mandler, 1980)i 
"age 1,9 
" 
. , ' ... , ','. • '-
','" ~:, :. ~ '-r ... . .', ' , " t. ~ 
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rqther than production' frequency nor.ms. "In this way 
,typicality can be better controlied, since production, 
frequency - is only ',partially related to typical'lty t 
( , 
- (Uyeda' and Mandler" 1980). 
Kighly typical exempl~rs 'of each categor~ were 
• r 
used in the high predictabilit~ list, context. High, 
medium and low e~empI~rs o~ each categ@ry ~ere chos~n 
, ,--. -
for ·the l~w predlctab~li~Y list co~text' Word, 
frequency' ahd, word length wer'e equated acro'ss lists, • 
" -
,If li-st· context -1'5 the critical 'variable as 
B~ker (1980) suggested, subjects should be able ~Q 
use a prediction stra~egy for the ~igh predi~tability 
I ' ..... • 
list, but not ('or the low predictability list. 
,Highly typical exemplars are normatively predict~ble 
I • 
and -show C littl~- vari~bility in typicality 'ratint~ .. 
and ,therefore a pred~ctio'n strategy shQlJ1d work...". 
. ' According to Becker (1~80) this should result in a 
facilitation-dom~nant , p&ttern. However it would be 
difficul t for ,subjeO'ts t'o develop, predictions in the 
,lOW predictsoility list ci~nt,ext. Thus 'subject~ 
,:.J,should adopt an expectancy .strate~y, resul ting in an 
, . . , : . . 
. interference-domlpant pattern. ' On the other hand, 
. . 
-the type. of selna'ntic relationship Iriay be the critical 
. , 
factor •. Beoause both hign and low_ pred iatabil,i tr 
t 
~ists .oonsist of ~ategory exemplar pa~rs, sIt' 
. ' 
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case" an interfer~nce-domlnant pa~ternshould be 
f04nd for both lists. 
. 
--- .... 
The two-process view has emph~sized the effects 
of the time cou~~~, o~processing r~~her than the t¥pe 
of stimulue material. The simple predictio~ f~om the 
tw'o-process view is that perfQ'rman<;le in'the 250 mSec 
, * ~OA condition will reflect only tbe operation o~' the 
. 
, automatic process. In' a receht experiment" den Hey.er 
et al. (1985) found facilitcit'ion and' no interference 
for antonyms and categorical mat-erial at a sh,o'rt SOA 
of 200'msec. Likewise, the present results should 
~ 
show 'facilitation only for both high and low 
I predictability lists }~ the short SOA condition. 
But what of performan~e in the 1050 msec SOA 
condi tion ,for the, high predictabll ity list? Posner 
(1982) suggested that subjects do not need to crevelop 
a specific active strat~gy~ but can obtain a 
facilitation-dominant pattern by passively 
. ' ---
maintaining the effects of automatic activation. With 
, , 
. 
highly predtctable materials, subjects may adopt this 
pas~ive maintenance strategy, thereby showing a 
• II • ~ 
raci~'itltion-dom~~ant'pattern. If the fac~l'tation 
-in high predictability lists is of the ~a~e magnit~de 
in the 250 msec anti. 1C>50 maee SOA cond it ions, pass 1 ve 
ma'intenance, may, be ,an ;01 terna ti ve. expl ana tion to 
Becker'ft prediction strategy. Th~ fa~ilitatlon 
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, ',~ ', If' 
-, 
--
should be equivalent in both SOA conditions because 
\ , 
the au~omatic process woula be responsible for the 
... 
facilitation'effect. Interference would not ~e 
expect,d in either SOA conaition'~ecause subjects do 
" , 
not engage active attentional m~chanism~, the primary 
source'of interference effects. 
~ . For the low pretlicta~ility lists in t~e 1050 msec 
SOA condition, both r"aciiitation an~ i~terference 
, , . 
would be expe'cte_d. A "facilitation-dominant pattern 
, could occur,. at least for hig~, typ,icality rela'ted 
\ . 
pairs, if subjects were to maintain the erfects of 
the automatiQ process. ., However, other trials .... will , 
require subjec~s to process medium and low typicality 
.related exemplars where reliance on the automatic 
, :proc~ss wopld not be an effective strategy. Thus, 
subjects would have to utilize attentional mechanisms 
, , 
- . 
to develop an ' alternate strategy for all ' typicality 
. 
, I 
levels. The development of the strategy will utilize 
limi ted 6apaci ty ' re'sourees, resul ting in interference 
... 
when the strategy is n~t effective and : facilitation 
wh~n it Is effective. , 
High ,~nd low predictabillty lists ,were teste~ in 
a between-s,~bjects design to ensure no contamination 
across li~t con~exts. The short and Long SOA 
conditions 'were t,reated as' a "ithin-s~bJect "factor 
and were 'randomized, within blooks as in ~IY (1977). 
page 22 
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Recent experiments (den Heyer et al., 1985) have 
demonstrated early automatic processing at short SO As 
and strategic processing at lQnger SOAs in a 
between-subject design. Replicatfng -these findings 
with SOA conditions as a within-subject factor will 
further clarify the time course effects. 
---
, , 
II:: ~ .,' 4- " ~";'~~ : ' ... ~ t:, ;j;~'" ~ . 
J 
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- , Method 
Sublects 
Twenty-four male and twenty-four female 
\ ~ 
right-handed subjects were paid for their 
. 
participation. Subjects were recruited through 
advertisements placed around the u~iversity. All 
, , 
subjects w~re tested individqally. Qata from an 
\ , ' , 
" " ~.,.. 
additional six subjects were not analysed because 
their error rate exceeded 10J. 
Apparatus 
, , 
Prese~tation of cues and targets, ahd 6011ection 
of data were controlled bY,an Apple 2 computer 
, /-
equipped w~ tlJ a Mountai~_,Hal:ware clock. SUb,jects 
were.ated in front of a "vid"eo monitor and a 
. ~ . ~ 
response panel equippe~ wi~h three mic~oswitches. 
Design 
List context (high and low predictability) was a 
:between-subjects factor and SO~ (25q msec and.1050 . 
mseG) and cue cond\tlon (rel~ted, unrelated and 
neutral), were within-subjects fa~tQr~. One hundred 
and eighty trials were'divid~d into six experlment~l 
blooks. Each block had a'n .~q.ual number of trials 
devoted to eaoh SOA oondition. The proportion of 
" . (',. , 
~: ~" . ~ l, .. "W .' I 
:;;', ' ,,'word to~nonword trials was .67, the same as that used 
~.'~ ~".' by ,Beaker (1980 i .JI nd by rei:;. (1917>. The c'ue-tli rg e t 
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validity was ~67, w~ich is also consiste~t with those 
studies .. A summary of the number of critical word 
.... . 
trials (related, neutral, and unrela~ed)~ filler 
trials (related and neutral) 'and nonworCJ trials (cue~ 
, and neutral) is presented in Table 1. 
, Stimulus Materi'al ' 
-
. All . cri~ical materials were selected from v 
. ( ! ~ ~ 
category prototypic~l i ty norms (Uyeda and M8,.ndler, 
1980), while the filler materials were selected from 
the category production frequency norms (Battig and 
Mo~tague, 1969). All words wer~ selected such that l 
. 
the maximum number of letters was not greater than 
ten or less than four. The minimum word frequency 
was 41.2, A list cif all stimulus material can be 
found in Appendix A. 
Higb Predictabilit~ List. Twenty-four critical 
c~t~gories trom the Uyeda and Mandler (1980) norms 
. . 
· ~wer& used, Three exemplars wer, randomly selected 
from the six most typical instances of each of the 24 
.1 
categories"to maintai~ an even distribution of 
. ,. 
prototypicality. Critic~l stimuli had a mean .. 
standard frequency index of 54:08, ranging f~om 41.2 
to 70.8 (Carroll, Davies and Richman, -1971), This 
value was reasonably close to the standard frequency 
page 25 
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' TabJe 1. Summary of word and~onword trial types. 
Cue Condition Example <Number of trials 
SOA-1OSO 
Word ·Word Related MONEY -PENNIES. 12 
Neutral Word XXXXX-HAND 12 
Word Word Unrelated WEAPON-ROOF 12 
Related Fillers DISTANCE-INCH 12 
Neutral Fillers XXXXX-GItRLIC 12 
Word· Nonword B1 RD-S'INATO R 12 
'Word Nonword Fillers FLOWER-SKOTES 6 
Neutr.al Nonword XXXXX-SHIRRY 12 
~QA-25Q I-
Word Word Related ' SPORr-SQCCER 12 
Neutral NO.nwdrd XXXXX-GREEN 12 
Word Word Unrelate~ -CLOTHING-COTT~GE 12 
, 
Related Fillers TIME-SECOND 12 
Neutral Fillers XXXXX-DENTIST 12 
Wor-d Nonword FR~IT-SIRG~.T 12 
liard Nonwo'':Ct'' Fi llers DANCE-VILLEY 6 0 
Neutral Nonword ' XXXXX-Herch 12 
, -
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index of the material, chosen by Becker (1980), that 
is 51~2. The mean prototypicallty rating for these 
."'-
stimuli was 1.74, ranging 9rom 1.12 eo 2.44 on a 
. 7 -point scale. . Twel v~tfcf i t .io{lal fill ~ r categor ies 
were selected from ~ Battig and Montague (1969~ . 
norms to maintain a cue-target validity ' of .67. Four 
exemplars were randomly selected fr6m the six most , 
frequent instances of each of the categories to 
maintain an even d'istr ibution of tY'tHe-ali ty. The 
stimul i .had a mean standard frequency in<tex of 51.78, 
ranging from 40.0 to 66.2 (carroll, Davies and 
Richman, 197"'). 
. 
The mean production frequency for 
these stimuli was 262.42 (range ~07 to 438), which 
was reaso~ly close to the production frequency for 
~-the high typicality category exemplars (i.e. 298) 
used by Becker (1980,] Experiment 2). Responses to . 
. these stimuli were not analyzed as they do not map 
onto the yrototypicality ratings used for critical 
material. 
Six exemplars from ten unused categories of ~he 
Battig and ·Montague (1969) norms were selected for 
·use as ~onwords. .AII nonwords were pronounceable and 
\r 
were generated by changing a vowel in a word. This 
method of g~nerating nonwords is slm~lar to the 
.procedure used by Becker .(1980) as reported in 
Eisenberg and Becker (1982). 
/ . page 27 
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,Low Predictability List. All stimulus materials 
were seiected from the same sources used to create 
the high predictability list. The critical and filler 
categories were also the same as those used in the 
high predictability -list. However, the exemplars 
were chosen·to create a low predictability list in 
the same fashion .as Becker (19'SO).·Three critical 
stimuli were selected ~~om each cateiory from the 
Uyeda and Mandler (1980) norms. One high .typicality 
.{ , 
item from each category was randomly chosen from the 
top third of the norm list; yielding a,mean 
prototypical1~y rating of 1.52. A medi~~ t~picality J . 
item from .~ach riategory was randomly chosen from the 
middle third of t~, yiel~ing a mean 
prototypicality rating.of 2.98. A low typicality 
item from each category was randomly chosen from the 
, . 
bottom third 'of the list, yielding aO mean. 
prototyplcalitl rating of 4.80. The mean standard 0 
, 
freque,ncy ~ndex of these' m,a terials (55.1, 53.4 and 
51.4 for the h.igh, medium and low exemplars,' • 
_ - ~' .. 4: • I 
respectively) was similar to those used by Becker 
(51.2, 54.8 and 48.6 for the.~igh, medium and low 
exemplars, respectively). To ' check for an effect of 
~or~ frequency, the standard f~e~uency Ind~x of high, 
medium and low typicality i~~gets was submitted to an 
.. 1--:,1 
', - --- . 
'. ,"", 
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analysis of variance wit? typicality lev~ as the 
1 Ingle factor. No' signi ficant effec ts were noted., . 
Four filler exemplars were ' ~andomly seleoted from 
, each category from the Battig and Montague (1969) 
norms: lone from the high typ'ic al i ty 'portion ' 0 f the 
~ " list (mean production frequency= 351.5), two from the 
medium typicality portion ' of the list (mean· 
producti6n frequency~ 12~.58) and one from the lbw 
typical i ty po-rtion of the fist ,(mean production 
frequency= 4r.69). 
~""V\ / 
List Constructfon. Critical st'imull were randomly 
assigned to one of three sets, A, ,B and c, where each 
s~t contai.~ed eight , ca~ory names with three 
exemplars for each category for a total of 24 
cue-target pairs. Each set was arranged such that 
eight cue-target pairs were related, eight cu~-target 
pairs were unrelated (by pairing a categ~ry name from 
another set with the target ex.emplar) and eight were 
, . -. ' . 
neutral ' trials .(this was achie~ed , by sUbst.~ng a 
'XX~XX'. for the category ·b). . . 
Filler ~rials were generated in'a similar 
fashion. Four exemplars from 12 categories were used 
to form ari ' additional 24 related trials and 24 
neut"rel trials. Neutral lionword trials were formed, 
by pairing, 'XXXXX' with the , remain1ng nonwords. 
. " . 
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An e~perimental block of 30. trials was g~nerated' 
'by using four related, four unrelated and four 
neutral tr~als from the critical stimul~, plus fou~ 
, ~ 
related and four 'neutral trials .from the filler 
material.· In addi·tion to ~ 20 word tr,ials, the 
, ~.-------10 nonword trial's consisted of six nonword' cued 
, ~ 
trials (four critical and two filler) and four' 
I 
neutral nonword trials. A SOA of 250 mSec was then . 
'assigned to half.pf each' of the trial types and a 
, ,U' SOA of 1 050 wa~ assigned to th~ other hal f. The 
orde~ of these 30 trials was rando~lzed and the next 
30 trial~ were gene~ated until six blocks were 
formed. ' 
This procedur~ was used to generate the base 
list. Additi'onal lists weT~e cr~a~~d such that the~~,<, 
were , 12 experimental ' lists al together. Th'e base list 
, ~ 
..-' 
. was read back,wards to creat:e a second li;st. Another 
two lists were created by rotating, exemplars within 
each block such ~hat ~xemplars used in related pairs 
. ~ ... -
wO.uld be used -as unrelated pairs, etc., and reading \ . , ,', Q)\-
,these iists'backwards. Apother two lists were created 
, " \"' ... 
by an additional rotation such that th~ orig~nal 
rel,at'e'~ .pairs would now be, neutra'l pairs, a'nd rea&ling 
,~hos~ i18t~·backwa~ds •. The, next. six lists w~re 
"I '. , • 
, , 
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of the three blocks ~nd repeating the above 
procedure. 
J ' 
Two unUsed categories from Uyeda and Mandler 
(1980) and two .unused ~ategories from Battig and Mon.tag~~ (1969) w.~re u.s~d to <> g~ale -'§o praQtice -
trials. For ·the 9riti~al material ~he three most 
frequ\mt exemplar,s ' w~re selected (m!!an SFI= 58.7, 
r~nge 50 to 64.3, Carroll, Davies agd Richman, 1971). 
~ . ~ 
Fou'r exemplars from . two categories were' selected for 
. - ~ filler ' material (mean SFI= 55.92, range 50 to 61.6) 
- . 
f~o~ the Battig ~nd Montague (1~69) norms. Nonwords 
were g~ne~ated from unused Battig " and Montague (1969) 
, .. 
categories. (» The list was cpnstruc~ed suc~ that . 
I s~veral nonward trials occurred early insuring that 
subjects were alerted to making a lexical d~cis~on 
. 
. J 
rather than making a refatedne'ss judgement. .....l 
'I 
Procedure 
SUbje~ts ' were informed that they would have to 
decide whether each string of letters formed a valid 
~nglish word. An outline of a 3 cm X 6 cm box was 
, " 
presented in the middle of th~ screen'to warn--
cts that a new trial was about to.begin. The , 
.,. 
tlmulus 'was presented . approximately 1500 msec 
., t# 
the presentation of the 60x outline. On each 
.. 
the cue stimulus, was preBent~d for 150 ~8ec in 
i > .. ~.. ;'~:' ,.J.; .. .. ,'." .. {\,,'. It' <~ -!!., .... L. ! . '.. , 
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'I 
, 
" , . 
the top half of the box. The box was then blanked 
'. ,.... 
for either 100 msec ot 900 ms~c; depending on SOA 
conditiqn, before the' presentation ~f ~he 
stimulus in the .bottom ,half of th~ box~; 
. . D'·




J .. ,I 
hand ,button of the response panel (labeied WORD) ,1 f, 
th~ target letter string spelled a word and to Rr~ss 
, ' 
, 
the right hand button (labeled NONWORD) if the, t,firget " 
letter string did no~ spel~ a word. TO.acquaint -
subjects ~ith the button box 20 sample 'trials were 
I': given'. Subjects w'ere instructed to press the button 
J ~. -
marked WORi if the string WOkD was presented on t~e 
--
1 
screen and to ,p'ress thEY(,?utton marked --NONWORD if the 
string NONWORD was presented on the scr.een. 
Subjects were th~informed that the same 
p~ocedure would be u~ed thr~ughout the experi~en~~ 
They were asked to read the target stril'!g, tp decide 
n " 
whether it was a word ,or a nonwqrd and then to 
respond as quickly and accur,ately as possible 0 
. \ 
Reaction time was measured to tHe nearest \ , 
mtll~second; fro~ the onset of'the t'arget S'tring 
display'to 'the subject's respons~. The subject's 
.', ' . 
respopse, terminated the target string displayo' 'If v 
. , 
. , 
subjeots pressed the~rong ~utt~n, an error message 
was displayed for. 1000 msec~ 
I' .. 
The total' lnt~rtrial 
interval (fro'lil the' subject's r,esponse to the 
, , . ' t. 
, .. 
I 
.1 ~ ' t., ~':,' I~ 
--


















In addition to the response requirements, 
, sub je'ct~ were inf.ormed of the vLarious tr ial types 
(rel,~ted .wor-d, neutra~ word, 'un'rel.a t.{!d word, cued 
, , 
nonwo,rd -and neutral n,onword).: They were told that th~ {j 
. .. ~ .... 
, ~ .,' cUe would' either be a word or a row- of X '5. If the 
. . , 
, . 
" ,'~ ,cue was a word; subjects W''erte, informed that they 
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should 'read it'to themselves to, g'et the meaning, as 
it ' was l'ikeli to be meant"ngfully relate{j to the 
, " 
,target. ',An example, SN~~E-RATTLERi was ~ven to 
, . . ,~ 
illustrate the type of relationship • 
. 
To ensure that suojeChts were familiar td th 
making lexical decisions, not relatedness, judgments, 
, . 
, ~ 
30 practice. tri~ls on. the lexical ' decis,1on 'task were 
gtven ~rior\to the, pre~,e~,tat,on of the ,expe,rimental. 
blocks. 'The f~rst 15'\,.trials tiad an·~OA of 105<0 msec 
, . 
- ~ Q8nd the second' half ,had both sh')r,t -:jnd' long ,SOAs '( 250 
msec and 1 050 msec\~ . A ~h('l!"'t !>~ea 'K "Has giVer after 
~he firs,t hali'. After, "'.the. practic,e tr.iCJls, 'subjects 
. ., 
were ,informed ' that they w~re to begin the 
, . 
: I • 
experimental trials .and were remin.ded o-~ the 
r 
, 
requirements for. the lexical deoision t~sk. 
, ~" I • 'I 
The subject' rested fo r 15 sec s, between b l,ocks. 
Each,.ses:;;lon la:s~~d. appfox;imately 35 minutes. After 
--
.. 
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compl,e t10n 0 f' the six ex per1men tal "b 1 ocks, each 
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To prepare the data for 'analys ls, the mean 
reactJon time.for correct responses to critical word 
., 
- , 
trials was calculated f'or each subjelCt. Any 
,individual reaction time further than' 2.5 standard 
deviations from the mean was considered, to be an I 
outl ier. Out! yi ng reac tio~ times were' ex c1 ude'd and 
the mean 'reaction' tim,e was recalculated. 'This would 
appea r to be' an accepted standard (P. , S1 pIe, Pe r'sona 1 
.' ' 
Communication, Nov., t984), Outliers acccoullted for 
, , 
3.4~ of tJ'le data in th~ high predict;.ablli:ty lis.t and 
.' .. • , • \, • 10. • 
3.4~ of the data 1n the low predoictability list 
conditl(;ms • 
. The fo.11owing analyses were performed on the mean 
and on ,med ian reaction times. Because the same 
-- " 
pattern of" results was obtained in both analyses, 
onl y the resul ts 01' the anal yses 0 f' mean react 10n 
. . 
times will be reported. In the ttlt tial a na1ysl s, 
gender was included as a factor. Because there was, 
no main ef'fect,oC gender and no interaction of gender 
- ", , 
with any other ractor, ' gender was not included in 
further analyses. 
, " 
Mean r eaotion t~me and percen t error for all 
. 
cond i tions are shown in Figure 1 and in table f"ormat· 
, I 
in Append 1 x B. ' A three-faotor ana 1 ysis' 0 f va r i anoe 
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SOA 250 ·msec_ . 
• 
, 
J .,' ~ .-.-1 
\ 
SOA 1050 msec. 
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Figure 1: Mean. reaction time and percentage error data as a tunction ot cue condition in short (SOA 250 msec.) 
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on the (reaction time data witb list conte~as a 
between-s~bjects factor and SOA and cue ~ition as 
within-subjects factors was carried'out'and"the 
- results are presented in Table 2a. The effect of 
. . ' 
cue condi'tion w.as ,significant, ·.E,(2,92) := 6.37, 12. < 
.01, reflecting a difference in reaction 'time between 
~ , 
related, n,eutral and unrelated critical word trials • 
Over'a,ll, react{o'n time was faster on related and, 
) 
slower on un~elated trials than ?n neutral trials 
Neither the main ' effect of pr~dictability nor SOA was 
• significant. Also none of the interactio~s was 
significant.' 
The results~ a simil~r an~lysis on percent 
error are shown/in Table 2b. The main effect of SOA 
was sign1ficant~ E (1,46) = 4.40, 12. < .05, as was the 
main effect ~f cue condition, [ (2,92) = 6.67, Q ( \, ',' , 
.D1. As ~an tre seen in Figure 1, error'rates were 
higher in the ,1050 conditiori·than in th~ 250 msec SOA 
condition. Figure 1 also shows that related word 
'trials had fewer er~~rs than the neutral or unrelated 
word trials. 
Although the triple interaction failed to reach 
significance, the data w~re ~nalysed for specific 
effects of 11st.' predictabil,ity and ,SOA. These 
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Table 2: Global analysis of' variance wi th predictability as 
a be tween-subjec t.s factor and SOA. and cue cond it ion as 
within-subjects f'actors for (a) mean reaction time and (b) 
percent errors. 
(a) Reaction Time 
Source 
Pred ictabili ty 
Error 
SOA 
Pred. X SOA' 
Error 
Cue Condition 
Pred X Cue 
Error 
SOA X Cue 
'Pred X SOA X Cue 
Error 
(b) Perbent Error 
Source 
Pred ictabl1 i ty 
Error 
SOA 
Pred. X SOA 
Error 
Cue Condition 
Pred X Cue 
Error 
SOA X Cue, 
Pred X SOA X Cue 
Error 
• p<. 10 
., p < .05- ' 





Of - M.S. f 
1 . 484.04 <1 
~6 1~0439.00 




_2 8405.34 2.34 
92 3~90~69 
2 4645.62 <1 
2 9602.58 1 .81 
92 5,284.71 








1 6.48 <1 
~6 24.46 
2 173.73 6.67'·-
2 14.76 < 1 -.::. 
\. 92 26.02 
2 19.20 < l' 
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• 
the thesis that the semantic reletionllhip between the 
prime and target determines the patterop of 
facilitation and interference. Also ~hes~ analyses 
can clarify the patterns of facil i tation and 
interfer,ence at" each SOA level. 
," 
The first .set of analyses examined the efrect of 
, " 
list predictability at each level of SOA. In ' the 
a,na 1 ysls c:;>f the react;i. on time da t a from the 250 msec 
SOA cond i tion, there was a significant effect of cue 
. 
con d it ion, E: (2, 92) = 4 • , 9 , l2. < • .Q 5 • Ass h ow n in 
Figure 1 J a fac il1tation.dominant pattern was evident 
in both 1 ists, with no inte r actio n between cu e 
condi·tion and predictability. In the analysis of , 
o(J p~rcenttrQ.r, the eff'ect of' cue condition approached 
, . v 
sign-it:i ance, ~E. (2,92) = 2.58, ~ . < .10. As was noted 
.. 
previously, few5r' errors were evident in the related 
trials. A summary of these analyses is presented 1n 
Table 3. 
In the ana I YS,is 0 f' reac t ion time from t~e 1050 
msec SOA condition, the interaction between cue 
cond i ~1on and~ red~ctabi11 ty' appr~Oa()~,ed s1gn i ficanc'e , 
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Table 3: ANOVAs on (a) mean reaction time and (b) percentage 
I 
error f'9r the short SOA conditiol1 where pred 'lctability is a 
b~ tween-3ubjee ts fae tor a nd cue con~ ~ tion 1 s a with in-subject 
factor. ' • 






Pred' X Cue 
\ Error 





Pred X Cue 
Error 
• p <.1 
•• P < .05 
••• p <.01 

































in a similar fashion. A signif,lcant effect 'of cue 
condition was evident, E. (2,92) = 5.15, R < .01. 
Fewer errors were not~d in the related than in the 
unrelated tr i als. A summa ry 'of the an alys isis 
presented ~n Table 4. 
The second set of analyses examined the effect of 
, ~, . ~ . 
short a nd "long SOAs in ea ch type of list. In the 
analysis of reaction time from the 'high 
pred ~ct abil i t y lis t J the rna in e f"fect 0 f cue cond i t ion 
was·significant, E. (2,46) = 4.21 J Q < .05. Reaction 
times we·re faster in related trials than in neutral 
or unrelated trials suggestive of a '-
f"acl1 ita tion-domina nt pattern. Analysis of percent 
error showed a signi'ficant,lleffect of -'cue condition in 
the high predictability list, E. (2,46) = 4.73,12 < 
.05. Also, the'SOA X cue cofldition interaction 
approach~d significance, F (2,46)= 2.53, '12 < .10. 
r/T"Ae number of' errors increased across- related, 
neutral and unre'lated trials especially in the long 
SOA cond i tion, ~s 1 s shown in F igur.e· 1. A summa ry 
of the analyses is presented in Table 5. 
In the a~ysis of reaction t~-ine, f"rom the low 
predict abill t y lis t, the effect ,of cu e . cond i tion was 
s i g n i f 1 can t • E- (2, 4 6) = 4. 54 I Q < ,05 '_. A 15 O. the 
• ~ge 41 
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error .for the long SO~ Htl,i ion where p'redictab1l1ty. 1s a 
, Table 4: ANOVAs on (~a,n reaction -time and (b) percentage, 
between-subjects facto a d~~e 'condition 'is a within-subjects-. 
factor. • 




Cu~ Coridi t 10n 
, l'red X Cue" 
. Error 





Pred X Cue 
,. Error 
• p < .1 
II p < .05 
fl. P < .01 
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Tab..le 5: ANOVAs on (a) . mean reaction time and (b) percent 
errors for the high predictability d·ata where SOA and cue 
.' condit-ion are within-subjects factors. 
(a) Reaction Time 
/ -. \. Source ( ~SO~A~~-=--
Error 
. 
Cue C0nd it ion 
Error 
SOA X Cue Cond i tion 
Error 
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** p < .05 
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SOA t cue condition -interaction approached 
~ 
signif'icance,£(2,46) = 2.71,11<'10. An 
, A 
I 
inter f'e fence dOAl! r:l iH~t pa ttern was ev ident ekpec i ally 
-. 1 • 
"l • ~ . 
1n the long SOA condition. In t~e 'analysis lor /" 
percent error, a main' ef'fect of" SOA approac~el 
.4 ' . \ 
signif'icance,£(1,23) = 3.18, ».< .10. Morberrors 
• I . ( 
,. -
A SUl11ma ry of 
these ana. . i"S presented 1n Table -6 • 
we~e A o~ted :1 n the lo.ng .SOA cond i tion • 
. r: ), 
In a~,iFion to the above analyses, the net 
effect r~~/~elOW for -a compfete ~escr1ption of ne.t 
effect) in m~ec of' related (neutral - reiated) and 
unrelated (neutral - unrelated) cues was analysed as 
per Neely (1977). In these analyses, 'list 
• 
-pred1ctabll i ty was a between-subjects factor anti SOA 
and net effect were w.1t.hin-subjects f':actors~ Thle . 
, I 
I 
resul t s of t.hese analytSe S were cons 1 stent; with the 
above reported results ~ 
A fUP analysis· of prototypicality level anld 
word cue condition is-difficult to justify beca4'se 
I 
. \ 
critical r.-e1ated ·word trials w~re not cOUPfed wi th 
'specif':1c or1 tical neutral 
was' the case in )~'e-~ ~eye r 
or unrelated word tri~ls as 
I 
et a1. (1985). 
J ~_ \ . 
" 
approx i.mation', however, the net effect of 
• 
As a f"1rst 
prototypical1ty was examined to clarify. the source of 
page 44 
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Tab~e 6. ANOVAs_.on !a) mean ,{eaction time and (b) percent 
errb"rs for the low pred ictab i1 tty data where SOA and cue 
condition are wi thin-subjects factors. 








SOA X Cue Condi t ion 
Error 






\Cue Cond i t ion 
Error 

































. • p < .1 
II P < .05 
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.~ --interference in the related word condition. Net 
effect is the difference b~tween the m~an reaction 
time of related trials and 'the mean reaction time of 
the.~ neut'~al trials. To calculate tbe net effect, 
~ , . . . 
data from the low predict~ .lity .lists were sepa'rated ' I, .. 
into high J medium' and low prot"otypicall ty levels for . 
e'ach sub~ct •. Th'en the net efrect was determined fQr <:;) 
. 
each subject • . 
.. 
Table 7 shows .the mean net effect for the three 
b 
, , 
levels of ·prototyplcal1.ty In the short and , long SOA 
. , . 
condi tions. This t~ble a'l~o shows the sban~ error 
of the mean net effect' ,and Ute number of indivIduals 
. , ' 
who showed a positive net effect. Two-tailed tests 
- . ' ~ 
. .~ 
show a signl ficant. facil i tory effect with, the h'lgh 
, . ' ~ 
-
and medium prototypicality Telate~ pairs in the short 
• ' '\. • ,') ,J. 
SOA trials. For'the long SOA ~rialsJ on~y the high 
• • • ,. f 
prototypical i ty re'lat'ed pa irs 'had a s igni fica nt 
posi~ive ~f'ect, while.th~ medium and low 
protot'ypica11 t/"~lat~d pa irs had S ig ni f'icant 
~ . 
. 
negative n~t effects. 
, ~ 
This patterri was also 
, 
r¥lected '-!I? the number of subjects showing posi tive 
n~t effects • 
:In su~ma~y, the global analysis ·or mean reaction 
I 
tf~e~lndloa~ed ah effect of cu~ oondition reflecbing 
, " ~ difference ,1n ~he ' related, 'neutral and ~nrelate~ 
/ 
.. 
.... " I 
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Table 7 : Net effect (in msec) of pro'totypica Ii ty 





SEm ·25.25 ~ 
n , 19' 


































Net effect iS~ td ference between related and neutral,. 
tr'ial s at both for high, med ium a nd low typical tty . 
levels. SEm is he standard er~or of the mean for net effect 
~ata. n is the number of subjects out of 24 which show a , 
.. facilitatory effect of related trials. A two tailed , t-test of 
differences was. utilized to, compute the level of 
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word trials. The error varianc~ in the present study 
:was very high which obscure.d thli overall resul ts of 
, , " 
ana.lyses. Subsequent analysis of ' ,list.pretHctabi1ity 
,and so.A did suggest that' specific dominance patterns 
, , 
\Olere emerging.","", fC:lci1i tation-dominant pattern w'as. 
significant in the short SOA condition and there was 
, 
a suggestion of a facili tation-dominan't', ,pattern ,with 
the high predictability list in the 16ng ' SOA 
condition. In the long SOA condition with the low 
ipredictability list c~ntext, an interference-dominant 
pattern ~as suggested. In the low pred iatab iIi ty ' 
list context a difference between high, medium and 
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Discussion 
, The purpose of 'the present: study was to examine 
patterns of facilitation and interference in th~ 
lexical decision task with respect to two important 
variables: the time course of processing and -list 
context. -With the exception' of two recent studies 
• (den Heyer et al., 1985, den Heyer, 1986), there has 
been no attempt to examine both variables in a single 
study. The current study begins to show ways In 
which the perspectives offered by the two-process 
view and the two-strategy vlew can be reconcl1~d. 
The results support a fast-acting automatic process 
--
at a short SOA which 1s compatible with the 
two-process view. ' At the longer SOA, the effects of 
strateg~c inte~vention ar~ evident, which is 
consisten~ with some version of the t~o-strategy 
view. 
The two~proce5s view has emphasf~ed the time. 
~ 
'I 
course oT processirig, suggesting that Item processing 
during short SOAs 1s automatic without strategic 
~ " 
1;tervention and th~t at longer SOAs, strategic 
processes are evident. In the present study, short 
.. 
SOA resul ts show the same pattern in high an'd low. 
predictability l~sts where reaction times on related 
word trials are generally f~ster t~an on ' neut~al or 
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" ,,,;,)0, ,. 
unrelated word tr1als. 
, ,.' r~" : ,jl :>"{~ .-: 
"f ' 
'* This pattern is suggestive of 
an automatic process and is similar to results from 
other studies supporting the two-pro~ess view (Ne~l~, 
1977; Balota'r 1983). At the 'long SOA, the trends 
suggest that interference develops' in low 
predictability lists, but ~ot in high predictability 
lists. Th'ese resul ts are similar to those stud'ies 
(Becker, 1980; den Heyer et al., 1985) supporting the 
• 
development of an attentional strategy at lon~S~As. 
Since the completion of the present experiment, 
den Heyer et ale (1985) replicated Becker's (1980) 
• 
Experiments 1 and 2 and included a short SOA 
condition. Their results were similar to ihose of 
the present studY~SUgge~tin. ~ the presence of 
automatic processln~at short SOAs and attentional 
, 
processing at long SOAs, den Heyer (1986) has 
further clarified the ·time course results. He 
examined facilita,tion in prime-ta'rge~irS which 
. . 
were repeated' six times in short or long SOA 
conditIons. He demonstrated that facilItation 
increases over trial blocks with a long SOA;- but not 
~ 
with a short SOA. He argued ~hat the increase in 
facilitation resulted from the development of an 
'attentional strategy during the long SOA trials • 
" 
The re~ul ts 'of the presen,t study and those of den. ' 
,rayer and his oilleagUes support an automatic, ·.prOQess 
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influencing word identification at short SOAs. At 
longer SOAs the strength of the semantic relationship 
between the cue and target influences how a target 
will be identified. The str~ngth of the cue-target 
relationship results in' the development of 
~ttentional strategies which cad eithe~facilitate or 
interfere with word' identification. 
Becker's (1980) conception of the role of list 
context is thpt it allows the subject to develop 
either specific prediction~ or general expectations 
I' 
of a potential rel§lted target word, set. ,However, 
Becker's (1980) study confounded the type of semantic 
context in the list (antonyms vs categories)- with the 
,. 
strength of the semantic relat~onship between the cue 
and target. The results of the'present study, using 
only categorical materials, suggest that the overall 
strength, not ~he type. of semant~c relationship 
between the prime and target in the 11~t determines 
strategy se~ection. 
When the list context was highly predictable, 
re~ponses to related items were facilitated. No 
interferen~e was associated with the processing of 
unrelated items. Nor did cue condition interact with 
SOA in the ' analysis of the hig~ predictability list 
data. App~rently· the time course did not 
\ 
. 
5ubstant~ally affect 8Ub)~cts' performance. There 
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are two possible interpretations of these results. 
. . 
First subjects may have adopbed Becker's (1980) 
~ , , 
prediction strategy and generated short' l~sts of 
, ' 
targ~t words to facilit~te target p~oces~lng. ,Since 
strategy develGpment requires time, this str:ategy 
could only work in 'lo.ng SOA' cond i ti0!1s. An 
al ternative POS~ib~liey--1h'~.t the targets Wh,ic'h ,had 
b,een acti vate'd' by' the' automat~c process were ----.::, 
passively maintained 'by the subjects.1 as sugge.,sted by 
. \ 
Posner (1982). Of 'the two, poss 1 bili ties I the Plass i ve 
. , ~ , 
rna tntenance 'eX planation is. more pa rS,imon ious .tha) ,the 
prediction strategy explanation. Generating a short 
~ , 
candidate set would be- redunda'nt because the 
. . . 
potential targets have already been activated by the. 
. / 
automatic process. 
Interference was evident in the ~ocessing of' 
unrel~ted word targets at a long SOA when the list~ 
, 
were of'low predictability. Interference a~ long 
, 
SOAs is ch,aracteristic of both the two~process view 
and the two-strategy view. The differentiating 
factor 1s th~ presence or absence of,facilitatioh o~ 
reI ated word, tr ial«J. The two-'procesf view pred lc'ts 
' £ac11itation arising from- attentional processing 
\ ' , 
\ d}r~cted towards the ~arget. The two-.strategy view 
, 
prediQts no facl1itatlonbecause the 
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benefits of, the use 
-
of the expectancy strategy are 
lost because of the increased time to search for and 
" identify the target item. 
In contrast to both predictions, inter fe rence 
, '. 
.was'evident in the processing of related word tr~als 
in the low predictabilIty list at the long SOA. 
Further 'examination of the resul ts revealed < • 
facilitation for high typioality pairs only, and ' 
substantlai interference etfects in the processing of 
~m~ and low typica~lty word pairs. While 
. . 
interference in related word trials is not a typical 
, ' 
finding, the pattern of net effects of high, medium 
and low word trials is consistent with network models 
of memory as outlined below. 
In network models of memory, when the cue is 
presented, a logogen is automati6ally activated and 
I ' 
this activation spreads through the memory network 
affecting closely related logogens. The effects of 
spreading activation decline as the target log~gen.s 
o 
become less typical of the cue logogen. The pattern 
. ' , 
of results in the present study. is consistent with 
this. T~e high typicality' pairs showed facilitatlop 
• regardless of SOA. Low typicality pairs we~e never 
facili£ated. 'The r~sults of Becker'S (1980) 
Experiment 5 would also 'supp!,->rt this. ~n. that ', 
" 
exper4lment, high, typicality related word t'rials 
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showed a facilitation dominant pattern but not the 
low typicality related word trials. 
"L den Heyer et a1. (1985) suggested that the 
proportion of related word trials could influence the 
~ 
pattern of resul ts. As , ,t-,he pr,oportion of related 
.... 
. word trials increases\, facll'itat'io.n and inter'f,e~ence 
increases. The prfnt resul!'s could have been '. . . ." 
influenced by the ,greater proportion of highly -
related word trials in the high predictable list. In 
the high predictable,lls~ context~ all rel~ted pairs 
were high typicality items. In the low predictable 
list c0ntext~ 33~ of the pairs were high typicality. 
The above, however, does not explain why medium 
and low typic~lity item~ were actually processed mo~e 
slQwly than unrelated items in the low predictability 
, 
l'ist at the long SOA. That 15, ·the net interfere{lce 
J 
effect for unrelated t~~als was -60.9 msec, which is 
, , 
c~nsiderably less than the net interferen~e effect 
for 'medium 'and low typicality items of -104.5 and 
-145.3, respectl~ One possible explan.ation is 
, ,~ 
th.t the effects of an expectan?y strategy only 
' .'beeo'me evf~ent for those items that are not affected 
by a passi v~ maintenance strategy (e.g:, med ium and 
'low typicality items). 
Ajsume that cue presentation ' lo~ers the 
, . .. 
activatioh th~eshold ~f closely related target nodes 
page 54 
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and ac t i va.,tes the maj 0 rat tr i bu tes 0 f the, category. 
. ' . 
If th~ target is not immediately processed by t~e 
passive maintenance strategy (e.g., high , typicality 
ta~gets), a strategy simifar to the expectancy 
str~tegy would process the target. A 
semantically-defined set would be generated by the 
~tie si~~lar to the expectanc~ ~trategy~ Howev~r prior 
to an exhaustive search, the target is examined for 
category membership. The category decision could be 
-based on a quick check of attributes rather than a 
long search process. If the cue and target are 
related, the target is checked through an exhaustive 
search of a long candidate lis~ __ If the cue and 
target are unrelated, the search process is not 
implemented and recognition proceeds according to the 
sensory-detined feature ~et. If the cue is a row of 
X's, the cat~gory decision is not, necessary. In this 
case subjects can ~ct on ~he senSOrY-defined~ as 
soon as it becomes available. The reaction times ' for 
the medium and low typicality related trials are 
longer than unrelated trials in the present study 
because of the extensive searcb. 
In the present ~xperiment the lexical deci~ion 
times were quite long and quite variable. The 
difference in lexical decision ,times between the 
, , 
present study and similar studies (den Heyer et al~ 
page 55 t 
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198'5;' Becker, 1980) Is ·In the 10~ 200 msec r ,ange •. 
... 
Subject factors may be one source of dlftlcul~y here. 
The subjects In the present study were largely 
first-year university studen~s who were tested during 
-" . . 
their first semester. These subjects may have ' been 
more ca~tious in respon~lng t~an more experiended 
• 
stude'nts l~ad,ing to slower and ~ore var ,~le I'e~ction 
,t'imes. 
While , subject s~lectlon may have been 
problematic ,in the ~r~sent study, most of ,the lexical 
dec~sion studies have ~ore general problems which 
/G 
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. ,, " .' 
has been defined in terms of production frequency, 
not prototypical i ty. The common source for mos,t 
category selection is the Battig and Monta~~~969) 
) .? production frequen·b y norms. Uyeda and ~andler (1'980) 
suggest tha~ typicality is only partially related to 
product1on frequency. They examined the first 30 
~xemplars from 28 of the Battig a~d Mo~tague (1969) 
norms. Subjects were asked to rate the typicality of 
each exemplar'of the category. Spearman correlations 
~etween production frequency and pro~otypicallty 
r~nged from .06Q for the !oy category to .869 for the 
Country category. The variations in these 
oorreiatl~ns'suggest tha~ investigabions of the 
.... , 
.of,.. 'r__ 56 
'.:,! , '" page ... " 
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effects of typicality may be influenced by category 
selection. 
~ , 
A second cla~s of probl~ms concerns' procedural 
differences between lexical decision stUdies. For 
example, someJstudies (Becker, 1980; Eisenberg and 
Becker, 1982) limit the a1l10unt of ~ime a subject is 





~. . . 
. '. ~ , 
• 
. ' 
L~ .·, . 
~' , 'i~_ ,;.:,: , ..;·L :~ ,:~. \l~ ~ 
word or nonword decision 1s 1im1 t.ed by not allowing a , 
subject to respond after the cutoff criterion. Other 
I 
studies (Neely, 1977; Balota, 1983; den Heyer et aI, 
, 
1985; den Heyer, 1986) did not use a cutoff. Shoben 
,,,,.- " 
(1982) suggests that the utilization of a cutoff 
criterion has the 'effect or reducing the mean 
reaction time, espe~ial1y where the mean would be 
-greater with no cuthff. 
,In the pr-esent stud.y category selection w~s 
depend en t upon ,prototypical i ty not p.roduc tion 
frequency. Also outliers were determined instead of 
~ 
using a cutoff criterion. Both of these factors 
could have affected the results but further 
experi~entation.would b~ required to clarify ~he 
. 
effects of these factors. Since significant 
differences in these studies are measured in 
milliseconds, methodological considerations take on 
. -
inoreased importance. Some. methodological 
. ~onventions are required for d~ta ha~dling and 
page ~7 
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-material seledtion so as not to interfere with 
interpretation. , 
In conclusion, th~ results of the present 
exp1rlmentwhere SOA was a within-subjects variable 
...... 
are consistent with the recently published findings 
from den Heyer et al. "( 1 9851. where SOA was a 
.. . ... 
qetween-subjects variable and den Heyer (1986) where 
SOA· was varied both within- and between-subjects • 
, , 
The' collective .f.;1..p"dings suggest that with short SOAs 
word recognition is automatic and reflects the 
~ 
effects of spreading activation in a semantic 
network. The cue presentation results in a lowered 
activation threshold of closely related nodes., At 
longer SOAs, ~~rategies come into play.- Strategy 
development depends upon, the strength of the semantic 
rel~tionship between t~e prime and target. If the 
I 
. 
cue-targef pairs are closely related then subjects 
,/c,~.IJ. .. ut.ilize this relationship to m,ake decisions _ 
~ l-faster. This may well take the form of passively 
maintain~ng the automaf1c proce~s. When the 
c4e-target pair is not closely related, subjects 
engage in a sl?w serial search through a -
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List of' crit'ical and r1l1erJstimulus material used 
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High Predictab ility L 1st: critical stimulus rpa.terial 
Categor~ Exemplars 
Animal horse wolf 1 ion 
/' 
,./" 
.Beverage milk water lemonade j Bird dove robin sparrow 
, . 
Body head legs hand 
Building roof door wall 





Clothing pants shirt dress 
Color blue yellow ... green 
I Country france england italy 
Dwelling . house ho'lne cottage 
Fruit apple pear ~ana 
Furniture chair table couch 
.. 
In strumen.t piano violin :fl.ute 
Metal iron steel coppe.r 
Money ~Qllars dimes pennies 
Sport baseball tennis soccer' 
.. 
Tool hammer nails dri·ll 
... 
. Toy do1l -ra ttle ball 
Tree pine redwood birch 
Utensil knife spoon :fork 
Vegetable oarrot seinaoh broooill 
Vehicle a~to truok motoroyole 
-, 
- pag~ 64· .. 
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( 
Weapon . pistol rifle kni fe 
) 
High Pr~dictabi~ity list: filler stimulus material 
Category EK~mQlat:s 
- --. ---------------~-, 
Crime -murder assua'l t robbery theft 
Dance waltz twi-st jerk monkey 
Disease cancer t mumps measles ' pol io' 
Di"5tance mile foot inch yard ~ 
Fish trout bass shark herring 
Flower rose tulip daisy violet 
Insect ants mosquito spider beetle 
, 
Profession doctor lawyer teacher dentist 
Relatives aunt uncle father mother 
Ship sailboat submarine battle cru iser 
Spic'e' sal t pepp~r sugar garlic 
Time hour minute second year 
• 
\ 
Low Predictability list: critical- stimulus material 
Category M~Ax~e~m~p~l~a"r~s~~~ ____________ ~ __ 
~ 
An imal hor-se sheep 
. ,' 
I \ page,65 
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Low Predictability list: filler stimulus material 
Category . Exemplars ___ 
-----
Crime murder ~eft a ssual t b.ea ti.ng 
Dance waltz minuet ballet mod ern 
Disease - ,canc'er malaria cold virus 
Distance mile mill'imeter kilometer ac re 
Fish trout whale carp crab 
F!ower 
... 
rose, lily petunia poppy 
Insect 
'1 . 
ants wasp --ladybug worm 
Profession doctor eng i ne.~.r professor clerk 
~ 
Rela tives aunt nephew niece wire \ ,I 
Ship sailboat yacht canoe raft 
Spice, sal t cinnamon cloves lemon 
Time hour decade week score 
(1-
, ' .. 
~. I. 
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• Append ix B' 
Mean reaction time and pe rcent age error da t a (in 
~ 
',' •. ' ~ .. "':"' ",r(rl: ~,'" -.. ' ;.'" t,/ 
; : 
brackets-) for short (SOA 250 msec) and long (SOA 1050 
msec) SOA conditions f"or the high and low 
, ' . . 
predictabil1 ty lists. T~e data presented in tlis' 
• 
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SOA 250 msec. 
, 
Cue cond itton 
Cue , 
"-- I Pr eoictab i11 ty 
Related Neutral 
High 721.69 756.8 
• 
(.69 ) ( 2.42) 
". 
Low- 722.76 7 42 .32 
\ I'~ (1.04)( J (2. 08) 
'-, 
" 1\--,",,--
SOA , 050 msec. 





,High 728.57 754.52 
(.69) - (2.42 ) 
Low 752.13- 724.45 
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